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N APRIL 2014, Xi Jinping made the

in the name of ‘multi-polarity’, could

first ever visit by a Chinese head

potentially divide the ‘West’ and strike

of state to the European Institutions

a blow at US interests. Whatever the

in Brussels. In a speech cum Chinese

underlying thinking behind China’s

history lesson at the Collège d’Europe

policies towards Europe, the EU re-

in Bruges, Xi called on Europeans to
‘work together for all flowers of human civilization to blossom together’.

mains China’s biggest trading partner
and both sides remained committed to
developing that relationship.

That same month, China’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs issued a policy paper on the European Union (EU)
titled ‘Deepen the China–EU Comprehensive Strategic Partnership for
Mutual Benefit and Win-Win Cooperation’. It said the partnership was
important ‘in China’s efforts to pursue
peaceful development and multi-polarity [in] the world’. It did not require
a cynical reading to note that the paper
distinguished the EU from the US and
promoted a bilateral relationship that,

New visa policy
Source: hiberlin.com
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China’s Europe policy has long

privately that Chinese bureaucrats had

been to engage with the EU and its in-

finally accepted that not every Europe-

stitutions in Brussels while maintain-

an issue could be worked out in Berlin.

ing equally active bilateral relations

In this case, it took an hour-long tele-

with its larger member states. China

phone conversation between Premier

likes the fact that the EU is big and rich

Li and European Commission Presi-

yet has no military aspirations in Asia.

dent José Manuel Barroso to pave the

But Europe has no illusions that it is

way for a negotiated settlement.

China’s top foreign affairs priority. Chi-

The year 2013 ended on a high

na must devote considerable time and

note, with the presidents of the Euro-

energy to handling sometimes-tetchy

pean Council — a forum for discussion

relations with fourteen land neigh-

between EU leaders — and the Europe-

bours including Russia (see Forum ‘Xi,

an Commission in Beijing for the Six-

Putin and the Trouble with Crimea’,

teenth EU–China Summit that was for-

p.94), the other ASEAN nations, Japan

mally hosted by Premier Li Keqiang,

and the US. This results in competition

but, unusually, included an equally

between member states of the EU as

long meeting with Xi Jinping. The new-

they vie for China’s attention, challeng-

style summit document included a

ing the cohesiveness of the EU’s policy.

prospectus on EU–China engagement

The Chinese government encourages

to 2020, listing close to one hundred

this competition, meting out special

broad-ranging areas for co-operation.

favours to European countries by turn,

These included everything from mar-

though Germany — Europe’s econom-

itime security to emissions trading

ic powerhouse — remains a preferred

schemes and exchanges in the field of

partner.

low-carbon energy technologies, in-

In December 2013, ministers of

frastructure development, trade and

EU member countries approved the

investment, food security and cultural

deal struck by European Commission

and academic exchanges.

negotiators in August that year to end

Although the EU treated the

the biggest trade dispute in history: an

prospect of an FTA with circumspec-

anti-dumping case stemming from Chi-

tion, China wants an FTA and will

na’s subsidies to solar panel produc-

keep the issue on the table and in the

ers. Chinese diplomats in the EU said

press. Despite the breadth of the 2020

‘roadmap’ and the existence of around
seventy regular bilateral dialogues
covering a whole spectrum of government business, for China the relationship remains primarily about trade
and investment. In addition to trade,
Chinese companies have been actively
investing in Europe with 120 reported
acquisitions in 2013 alone. The British Ambassador to China, Sebastian
Wood, told Xinhua in July 2014 ‘within
the space of eighteen months we have

The EU is China’s biggest trading partner
Source: tieba.baidu.com

seen as much investment [in the UK]

arrangement, now in its second year

from China as we had in the previous

and involving a variety of interim

thirty years’. Negotiations are also un-

ministerial-level meetings. Brussels is

derway for a new bilateral investment

uneasy both about the creation of such

treaty, although the Europeans want

a large and unco-ordinated European

to secure the sort of access to Chinese

Union subgroup, and the fact that the

markets that would make it worth

agenda of their meetings is dictated

their while. This is likely to make the

entirely by China. But it has indeed

negotiations difficult and protracted.

been institutionalised, as the summit

As the 2013 EU–China Summit
wrapped

China

Countries (CEEC), and will continue to

to

meet regularly. As with the EU proper,

Romania for another meeting. This

there is real interest here on both sides

was with representatives of sixteen

in trade and investment opportunities.

European countries, including eleven

CEEC is also looking into the idea of a

EU member states as well as Serbia,

‘Eurasian land bridge’, an economic

Montenegro, Albania, Bosnia and the

corridor connecting China, Russia,

Republic of Macedonia. Brussels had

Central Asia and Eastern Europe.

senior

jumped

on

to

Between

and Central and Eastern European

Brussels,

Keqiang,

Co-operation

in

of

Li

for

the

annoyance

up,

officials
a

plane

repeatedly asked both sides in this

This engagement with countries

‘summit’ not to institutionalise this

that have little political leverage and
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are desperate for infrastructure fi-

ilar groupings, in future. The People’s

nancing offers an easy way for China

Republic has already been putting out

to buy into Europe on its own terms.

feelers to others, including six south-

Viktor Orban’s Hungary allows on-

ern EU members (Italy, Spain, Portu-

going, permanent residency to anyone

gal, Greece, Cyprus and Malta), who

from China willing to tie up €250,000

met with Chinese representatives as

in Special Hungarian Government

a group at the Food and Agriculture

Bonds for five years. Such permanent

Organisation of the United Nations last

residence, in turn, provides mobili-

year.

ty throughout the Schengen area (all

Those eleven EU countries in

EU member countries except Bulgar-

the CEEC arrangement maintain that

ia, Croatia, Cyprus, Romania, Ireland

the new group is useful for them be-

and the UK). And, a positive angle for

cause the interests of Germany, France

China, but negative for the EU, is that

and the UK overwhelmingly guide EU

discussion of human rights never gets

policy towards China. Nearly half of

onto the agenda of the meetings with

European trade with China is actually

the CEEC countries.

German trade; the German Chancellor

Diplomats from some of the

Angela Merkel enjoys frequent contact

countries involved acknowledge the

with Chinese leaders. Hans Kundnani

risks that dealing with China in this

of the European Council for Foreign

way can undercut joint policy posi-

Relations wrote that ‘Europe’s future

tions. China is offering a US$10 billion

relationship with China will be deter-

investment fund for soft loans to the

mined by Germany’s rapidly evolving

countries involved in CEEC that would

bilateral relationship with China. The

be in direct conflict with EU policy.

danger of this new special relationship

None have yet taken up the offer. At

is that it could undermine [broader]

the same time, the arrangement gives

European strategic and economic in-

each of the sixteen Heads of Govern-

terests.’ In fact, there is little differ-

ment (who could not otherwise guar-

ence between German goals for China

antee any access to the Chinese lead-

and overall EU policy, but the intense

ership) a private half-hour meeting

political engagement, with over sixty

with the Chinese premier. China may

bilateral dialogues between Germany

well invite others to join CEEC, or sim-

and China alone, including a full ex-

ecutive-to-executive consultation pro-

don, where he signed deals worth £14

cess not replicated by any other Euro-

billion, including ones between BP and

pean country, leads to the risk — or at

Royal Dutch Shell on the one hand, and

least the perception — that China will

the China National Oil Offshore Corpo-

prioritise Berlin over Brussels. Li Ke-

ration on the other.

qiang’s first overseas trip, in May 2013,

Yet political tensions remained.

took him to Germany, but no other EU

Ahead of Li’s visit, Deputy Prime Min-

country.

ister Nick Clegg told the media he had

At the moment, France also en-

no regrets about meeting the Dalai

joys high status with China. Following

Lama and accused Beijing of ‘system-

his attendance at the Nuclear Sum-

atic human rights abuses’. Li spoke of

mit in The Hague from 24–25 March

wanting to address ‘misperceptions

2014, Xi Jinping visited Lyon and Paris.

and ease misgivings’. Yet, shortly be-

Putting 2008’s diplomatic spats over

fore the Chinese Premier arrived in

Olympic torch relays and visits by the

London, Beijing put out a diplomati-

Dalai Lama behind them, Chinese and

cally assertive white paper that raised

French leaders cordially celebrated

questions about Hong Kong’s auton-

fifty years of diplomatic relations with

omy. There was no evidence that his

a strong push for increased bilateral

hosts raised the issue during their

trade and investment, reportedly sign-

meetings. The joint statement issued

ing some fifty deals with a total value

by both parties at the end of the visit,

of €18 billion.

however, did affirm the principle of

As for the UK, relations were

‘One Country, Two Systems’ for Hong

frozen for sixteen months following

Kong enshrined in the bilateral 1984

Prime Minister David Cameron’s meet-

agreement over Hong Kong’s future

ing with the Dalai Lama in London in

under Chinese sovereignty.

May 2012. Although Xi did not visit

Political frictions aside, accord-

London on his 2014 trip to Europe, and

ing to the Pew Research Global Atti-

the UK press has reported a rift in the

tudes Project, some forty-eight per-

Cabinet over UK policy towards China,

cent of UK citizens have a favourable

Xi and Cameron did meet in Beijing in

attitude toward China (compared with

December 2013. And in June 2014, Li

twenty-eight percent in Germany and

Keqiang made a three-day visit to Lon-

five percent in Japan, for instance).
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London’s endorsement of free trade

the itinerary. Rumour had it that Li

also makes the UK a favoured invest-

had threatened to cancel the trip if the

ment destination for China’s com-

Queen didn’t receive him. If true, some

panies in Europe. Nearly half of the
Chinese students enrolled in tertiary
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institutions in the EU are in the UK.
British press commentators writing about Li’s visit to the UK, mean-

suggested it might reveal a continued
status anxiety on the part of the Chinese leadership. Or maybe it was just
that if there is one thing that interests

while, wondered why the Queen, who

a Party apparatchik, it is a head of state

has barely any political role in the UK,

who has lasted unchallenged for over

appeared to be an important part of

sixty-two years.
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